IMAX On Demand Film Library
Lockheed Martin IMAX® Theater
National Air and Space Museum

To book an IMAX or Planetarium On Demand screening, contact Group Sales at 866.868.7774, or groupsales@si.edu. Available films are subject to change.

IMAX On Demand Film Library
Lockheed Martin IMAX® Theater
National Air and Space Museum

Arrange a special morning screening with our IMAX On Demand and Planetarium On Demand packages. Choose from any of the titles in the Smithsonian library, and watch a movie before the museum opens to the public. IMAX and Planetarium On Demand screenings are offered for groups of 20 or more (40 for Title I schools) every morning around 9:15 am. Minimum one week notice is required to book dates and choice of films is subject to availability.

**D-Day 3D: Normandy 1944**
(2014, G, 43 min.)
June 6, 1944: The largest Allied operation of World War II began in Normandy, France. *D-Day 3D: Normandy 1944* provides a new perspective to audiences of all ages of this monumental event that changed the world. Narrated by Tom Brokaw.

**Hidden Universe**
(2013, G, 37 min.)
Take an extraordinary journey deep into space, explore the earliest galaxies and nebulae, watch stars being born in vivid clouds of gas and dust, tour the surface terrain of Mars, and witness images of distant celestial structures including stunning views of the Sun.

**Hubble 3D**
(2010, G, 43 min.)
*Hubble 3D* enables you to journey through distant galaxies to explore the grandeur and mysteries of our celestial surroundings, and accompany space-walking astronauts as they attempt the most difficult and important tasks in NASA’s history.

**Rescue 3D**
(2012, G, 26 min.)
*Rescue 3D* plunges you into the hard, but inspiring work of saving lives in the face of a natural disaster. When an earthquake strikes Haiti, creating one of the biggest humanitarian disasters of the century, you are swept along, joining the massive effort that brings military and civilian responders from around the world.

**Space Junk 3D**
(2012, NR, 38 min)
50 years after launching our dreams into space, we’re left with a troubling legacy: a growing ring of orbiting debris that threatens the safety of earth’s orbits. *Space Junk* is a visually explosive journey of discovery that weighs the solutions aimed at restoring our planet’s orbits.

**The Dream is Alive**
(1985, NR, 37 min)
*The Dream is Alive* gives you a window seat on board the space shuttle. Shot by 14 NASA astronauts on three shuttle missions in 1984, the film includes footage of launches and landings, satellite capture and repairs, space walks and an inside look at the astronauts living in space.

**To Fly!**
(1976, G, 27 min.)
A stunning overview of transportation and flight in America, *To Fly!* presents an emotional and visual experience. You will float over the Vermont countryside and Niagara Falls in a balloon, thrill to the spirit of flying from wild barnstorming to the precision of the Blue Angels, and explore the beauties of flight with a cross-country cruise, hang-gliding in Hawaii and a rocket lift-off.

**Legends of Flight 3D**
(2010, G, 24 min.)
*Legends of Flight 3D* presents the design challenges, the financial risks and the many lessons learned from a century of aviation trial and error, bringing us to the dawn of a new era of revolutionary aircraft, the 787 Dreamliner and the A380.
Planetarium On Demand Film Library
Albert Einstein Planetarium
National Air and Space Museum

Arrange a special morning screening with our IMAX On Demand and Planetarium On Demand packages. Choose from any of the titles in the Smithsonian library, and watch a movie before the museum opens to the public. IMAX and Planetarium On Demand screenings are offered for groups of 20 or more (40 for Title I schools) every morning around 9:15 am. Minimum one week notice is required to book dates and choice of films is subject to availability.

Dark Universe
(2013, NR, 24 min.)
The planets, stars, and everything you can see are less than 5 percent of the universe. What is the other 95 percent? Dark Universe examines the invisible dark matter underlying galaxies that, together with dark energy, accounts for that other 95 percent of the universe's total energy and mass. Narrated by astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson.

One World, One Sky: Big Bird's Adventure
(2010, NR, 20 min.)
One World, One Sky: Big Bird's Adventure follows Sesame Street's Big Bird and Elmo as they explore the night sky. Together, they take a trip from Sesame Street to the moon, where they discover how different it is from Earth.

Dynamic Earth
(2012, NR, 30 min.)
Narrated by Liam Neeson, Dynamic Earth explores the inner workings of Earth's climate system. You will ride along on swirling ocean and wind currents, dive into the heart of a monster hurricane, fly into roiling volcanoes, and come face-to-face with sharks and gigantic whales.

To Space & Back
(2013, NR, 20 min.)
Journey from the far reaches of the universe to our own planet. To Space & Back is an extraordinary story of human ingenuity and incredible engineering. Discover how we've been changed by space exploration, and what we owe to curiosity and the spirit of discovery.

Infinity Express
(2001, NR, 23 min.)
Narrated by Laurence Fishburne, Infinity Express takes you on an exciting journey of discovery, from the search of the solar system to the mapping of the universe.

Undiscovered Worlds
(2005, NR, 30 min.)
Hundreds of planets have been discovered orbiting stars beyond the Sun. Our solar system is not alone in the universe, and with rapidly improving technology and recent endeavors, the discovery of exoplanets brings us one step closer to the possibility of finding an Earth-like world.

Journey to the Stars
(2009, NR, 25 min.)
Our journey to the stars spans billions of years, beginning on Earth and extending through time and space until returning home. Discover the history of our universe, from the birth of stars from hydrogen, helium gas and dark matter, to the development of star clusters and planets to the present day demonstration of how stars work.
To book an IMAX or Planetarium On Demand screening, contact Group Sales at 866.868.7774, or groupsales@si.edu. Available films are subject to change.

**Deep Sea 3D**  
*(2006, G, 40 min)*  
*Deep Sea 3D* is an underwater adventure that transports you deep below the ocean surface. Through the magic of IMAX 3D, you will swim with some of the planet’s most unique, dangerous and colorful creatures, and understand this inspiring underworld.

**Born to Be Wild 3D**  
*(2011, G, 40 min)*  
*Born to Be Wild 3D* is an inspired story of love, dedication and the remarkable bond between humans and animals. The film documents orphaned orangutans and elephants and the extraordinary people who rescue and raise them, saving endangered species one life at a time.

**Coral Reef Adventure**  
*(2004, NR, 45 min)*  
*Coral Reef Adventure* follows the real-life expedition of ocean explorers and underwater filmmakers Howard and Michele Hall. The Halls guide you to the islands and sun-drenched waters of the South Pacific to document the health and beauty of coral reefs. You’ll feel like you’re diving and exploring right alongside them.

**Flight of the Butterflies 3D**  
*(2012, G, 44 min)*  
The monarch butterfly is a true marvel of nature. Weighing less than a penny, it makes one of the longest migrations on Earth across a continent to a place it has never known. Follow the monarchs’ perilous journey and experience millions of them in the remote mountain peaks of Mexico.

**Dinosaurs 3D: Giants of Patagonia**  
*(2007, G, 20 min & 40 min versions available)*  
Dinosaurs come to life! Take an immersive 3D journey to explore some of the greatest paleontological finds of modern time. Walk with some of the largest dinosaurs discovered to date including the Gigantosaurus and the Argentinosaurus in this giant screen adventure.

**Galapagos 3D**  
*(1999, G, 40 min)*  
Part adventure, part scientific expedition, part personal quest and part fantastic voyage, this film takes you on a journey with marine biologist Dr. Carole Baldwin, from the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History, on her first trips to the famed Galapagos Islands.

**Coral Reef Adventure**  
*(2004, NR, 45 min)*  
*Coral Reef Adventure* follows the real-life expedition of ocean explorers and underwater filmmakers Howard and Michele Hall. The Halls guide you to the islands and sun-drenched waters of the South Pacific to document the health and beauty of coral reefs. You’ll feel like you’re diving and exploring right alongside them.

**Flying Monsters 3D**  
*(2012, G, 25 min)*  
Just as dinosaurs began their domination of Earth, pterosaurs ruled the prehistoric skies. Join world-renowned naturalist and documentary filmmaker David Attenborough as he recounts the fascinating story of how humans first discovered that pterosaurs were real and how they were able to get off the ground and soar... until their sudden disappearance from Earth.

**Grand Canyon Adventure: River At Risk 3D**  
*(2008, NR, 40 min)*  
Grand Canyon Adventure combines exhilarating river-rafting action on America’s most iconic river with the grandeur of the Grand Canyon to tell an engaging story of how ordinary people can make a difference for our parched planet—one that is running out of clean, fresh water.

To book an IMAX or Planetarium On Demand screening, contact Group Sales at 866.868.7774, or groupsales@si.edu. Available films are subject to change.
To book an IMAX or Planetarium On Demand screening, contact Group Sales at 866.868.7774, or groupsales@si.edu. Available films are subject to change.

**Island of Lemurs: Madagascar 3D**  
*(2014, G, 40 min)*  
Journey to the remote and wondrous world of Madagascar. Lemurs arrived in Madagascar millions of years ago and evolved into hundreds of diverse species but are now highly endangered. Join trailblazing scientist Dr. Patricia Wright on her lifelong mission to help these strange and adorable creatures survive in the modern world. Narrated by Morgan Freeman.

**Journey to Mecca**  
*(2009, NR, 45 min)*  
*Journey to Mecca* tells the story of Ibn Battutah’s perilous and awe-inspiring journey from Tangier to Mecca in 1325, book-ended by extraordinary footage of the Hajj as it is experienced today by millions of people.

**Jerusalem**  
*(2013, NR, 45 min)*  
Take an inspiring, eye-opening tour of one of the world’s oldest and most enigmatic cities. Destroyed and rebuilt countless times over the past 5,000 years, Jerusalem’s enduring appeal remains a mystery. What made it so important to so many different cultures? How did it become the center of the world for three major religions? Why does it still matter to us?

**Lewis and Clark**  
*(2002, G, 42 min)*  
It was the dawn of a nation—a time before the American West became known as the frontier, and little was known about what lay within. Two captains, courageous in spirit and unyielding in their dedication to their mission, led 31 people to the Pacific Ocean and back. Audiences will experience the danger and beauty of the unknown West as it unfolded before the eyes of Lewis and Clark.

**Sea Monsters 3D: A Prehistoric Adventure**  
*(2007, G, 45 min)*  
Stunning computer-generated animation transports audiences back to the Late Cretaceous period. The film follows a curious and adventurous dolichorychnops as she travels through life’s stages, experiencing the world from her spot near the bottom of the food chain.

**Tornado Alley 3D**  
*(2011, NR, 42 min)*  
Join Storm Chasers star Sean Casey on this heart-pounding adventure. Armed with a fleet of vehicles designed to withstand gale force winds, torrential rains and unrelenting hail, Tornado Alley takes you on a quest to experience a tornado’s destructive power at point blank range.

**The Ultimate Wave Tahiti 3D**  
*(2010, NR, 24 and 40 min versions available)*  
Join World Champion surfer Kelly Slater and Tahitian surfer Raimana Van Bastolaer as they explore the nature of waves and hunt for the ultimate wave-riding experience. From astounding 3D surfing action to the chaos of ocean storms, the film leads audiences on a quest to understand the science behind one of this planet’s most intriguing and dramatic phenomena.

**Titos of the Ice Age 3D**  
*(2013, G, 40 min)*  
Be transported to the beautiful and otherworldly frozen landscapes of North America, Europe and Asia ten thousand years before modern civilization. Encounter an ancient world of ice, a time when man shared the tundra with majestic beasts. Dazzling computer-generated imagery brings this mysterious era to life, from saber-toothed cats and cave bears to dire wolves and iconic woolly mammoths.

**Wild Ocean 3D**  
*(2008, G, 40 min)*  
Each year an unbelievable feeding frenzy takes place in the oceans of South Africa as billions of sardines migrate up the KwaZulu-Natal Coast. *Wild Ocean* captures spectacular breaching whales, feeding sharks, diving gannets, and massive bait balls inside and up close on the giant screen.
IMAX On Demand Film Library
Airbus IMAX Theater
Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center

Arrange a special morning screening with our IMAX On Demand program. Choose from any of the titles in the Smithsonian film library, and watch a movie before the museum doors open to the public. IMAX On Demand screenings are offered for groups of 20 or more (40 for Title I schools) every morning around 9:15 am. Minimum one week notice is required to book dates and choice of films are subject to availability.

**Blue Planet**
(1990, NR, 42 min)
Blue Planet follows the orbit of a U.S. space shuttle, where the curvature of the globe and the shape of its continents stand out sharply. Earth is revealed as a place of constant, even violent change. It is also delicate and fragile, unique in the solar system and possibly the entire universe.

**The Dream is Alive**
(1985, NR, 37 min)
The Dream is Alive gives you an unprecedented window seat on board the space shuttle. Shot by 14 NASA astronauts on three shuttle missions in 1984, the film includes footage of launches and landings, satellite capture and repairs, space walks and an inside look at the astronauts living in space.

**D-Day: Normandy 1944**
(2014, G, 43 min)
June 6, 1944: The largest Allied operation of World War II began in Normandy, France. D-Day: Normandy 1944 provides a new perspective to audiences of all ages of this monumental event that changed the world. Narrated by Tom Brokaw.

**Everest**
(1998, NR, 44 min)
Everest is the dramatic true story of a team of climbers who found hope, strength and triumph in the wake of tragedy. Their successful ascent of Mount Everest just days after fellow mountaineers and friends died there is a compelling story about the human spirit and a mountain they love, respect and sometimes fear.

**Destiny in Space**
(1993, NR, 40 min)
Destiny in Space gives you an exciting glimpse into the future of space exploration. Featuring images of the space shuttle in orbit around the Earth and thrilling fly-overs of Mars and Venus, the film focuses on the dramatic partnership of humans and robots working in space.

**Dolphins**
(2000, NR, 97 min)
From the banks of the Bahamas to the seas of Argentina, go underwater to meet dolphins. Two scientists who study dolphin communication and behavior lead us on encounters in the wild. Featuring the music of Sting, Dolphins was nominated for an Academy Award®.

**Fighter Pilot: Operation Red Flag**
(2004, G, 45 min)
Meet real-life Air Force Captain John Stratton, an American fighter pilot who flies the F-15 Eagle. Fighter Pilot follows this young pilot as he makes his way through the real life combat exercise “Red Flag.”

**Galapagos**
(1999, G, 40 min)
Part adventure, part scientific expedition, part personal quest, and part fantastic voyage, the film takes audiences on a journey with marine biologist Dr. Carole Baldwin, from the Smithsonian's National Museum of Natural History, on her first trips to the famed Galapagos Islands.

To book an IMAX or Planetarium On Demand screening, contact Group Sales at 866.868.7774, or groupsales@si.edu. Available films are subject to change.
To book an IMAX or Planetarium On Demand screening, contact Group Sales at 866.868.7774, or groupsales@si.edu. Available films are subject to change.

**IMAX On Demand Film Library**

**Airbus IMAX Theater**

**Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center**

Arrange a special morning screening with our IMAX On Demand program. Choose from any of the titles in the Smithsonian film library, and watch a movie before the museum doors open to the public. IMAX On Demand screenings are offered for groups of 20 or more (40 for Title I schools) every morning around 9:15 am. Minimum one week notice is required to book dates and choice of films are subject to availability.

**Hidden Universe**

*(2013, G, 37 min.)*

Take an extraordinary journey deep into space, explore the earliest galaxies and nebulae, watch stars being born in vivid clouds of gas and dust, tour the surface terrain of Mars, and witness images of distant celestial structures including stunning views of the Sun.

**Hubble**

*(2010, G, 43 min)*

*Hubble* enables you to journey through distant galaxies to explore the grandeur and mysteries of our celestial surroundings, and accompany space-walking astronauts as they attempt the most difficult and important tasks in NASA's history.

**Hurricane on the Bayou**

*(2006, NR, 40 min)*

*Hurricane on the Bayou* takes you on a breathtaking tour of one of the most vibrant places in America, the Louisiana bayou and the city of New Orleans, a place overflowing with life, music and natural beauty. The film offers an emotional portrayal of this environmental calamity and the staggering effects of Hurricane Katrina.

**The Magic of Flight**

*(2000, NR, 39 min)*

Fly with the U.S. Navy’s elite Blue Angels demonstration squadron in *The Magic of Flight*, which explains the basic principles of what enables airplanes (and birds) to fly, what creates lift, how planes maneuver, how planes land again.

**Magnificent Desolation: Walking on the Moon**

*(2005, G, 40 min)*

Be transported to the surface of the moon to walk alongside the extraordinary astronauts who have been there, experiencing what they saw, heard, felt, thought and did. *Magnificent Desolation: Walking on the Moon* features photographs, NASA footage, CGI imaging and live-action renditions of the lunar landscape.

**NASCAR: The IMAX® Experience**

*(2004, PG, 47 min)*

A sports documentary which captures the experience of driving at 190 mph, in what has become one of the country’s fastest-growing sports events as well as one of America’s most successful entertainment industries, NASCAR.

**Legends of Flight**

*(2010, G, 24 and 40 min versions available)*

*Legends of Flight* will not only delight and entertain the aviation enthusiast but also educate and inspire renewed interest in aviation by the travelling public. It dramatizes the design challenged, the financial risks and the many lessons learned from a century of aviation trial and error, bringing us to the dawn of a new era of revolutionary aircraft, the 787 Dreamliner and the A380.

**Pulse: A STOMP Odyssey**

*(2002, NR, 40 min)*

*Pulse: A STOMP Odyssey* is a celebration of the global beat, an exploration of the sights and sounds of continents and cultures, guided by the internationally acclaimed performers of the sensational stage show STOMP.
IMAX On Demand Film Library
Airbus IMAX Theater
Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center

To book an IMAX or Planetarium On Demand screening, contact Group Sales at 866.868.7774, or groupsales@si.edu. Available films are subject to change.

Arrange a special morning screening with our IMAX On Demand program. Choose from any of the titles in the Smithsonian film library, and watch a movie before the museum doors open to the public. IMAX On Demand screenings are offered for groups of 20 or more (40 for Title I schools) every morning around 9:15 am. Minimum one week notice is required to book dates and choice of films are subject to availability.

**Straight Up: Helicopters in Action**
(2002, NR, 42 min)
Witness a dozen helicopters in a series of pulse-pounding adventures that demonstrate the many roles these powerful aircraft play in our lives. Fly along with skilled helicopter crews as they carry out mountain and sea rescues, apprehend drug smugglers, repair high voltage electrical lines, save endangered animals, deliver humanitarian aid and undertake a reconnaissance mission.

**Rescue**
(2011, NR, 46 min)
Discover the efforts of civil and military organizations as they prepare and react to man-made and natural crises around the world. Witness a call-to-action as these responders are deployed to aid those affected by natural and man-made disasters — moving troops, transporting supplies and food, providing medical treatment and rebuilding communities.

**Space Junk**
(2012, NR, 38 min)
50 years after launching our dreams into space, we’re left with a troubling legacy: a growing ring of orbiting debris that threatens the safety of earth’s orbits. *Space Junk* is a visually explosive journey of discovery that weighs the solutions aimed at restoring our planet’s orbits.

**To Fly!**
(1976, G, 27 min)
A stunning overview of transportation and flight in America, *To Fly!* presents an emotional and visual experience. You will float over the Vermont countryside and Niagara Falls in a balloon, thrill to the spirit of flying from wild barnstorming to the precision of the Blue Angels, and explore the beauties of flight with a cross-country cruise, hang-gliding in Hawaii and a rocket lift-off.

**Space Station**
(2002, G, 46 min)
*Space Station* is the story of the unique partnership of 16 nations building a laboratory in outer space—a permanent facility for the study of the effects of long-duration exposure to zero gravity and the necessary first step towards the global co-operative effort needed if humans are to someday set foot on Mars.

**Tornado Alley**
(2011, NR, 42 min)
Join Storm Chasers star Sean Casey on the most ambitious effort ever made to understand the origins and evolution of tornadoes. Armed with a fleet of customized vehicles designed to withstand gale force winds, torrential rains and unrelenting hail, *Tornado Alley* takes you on a thrilling quest to experience a tornado’s destructive power at point blank range.

*To book an IMAX or Planetarium On Demand screening, contact Group Sales at 866.868.7774, or groupsales@si.edu. Available films are subject to change.*